2015 Global chemical industry mergers and acquisitions outlook
The momentum continues
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Global activity

As predicted in 2014, there was a rebound in global chemical mergers and acquisitions (M&A) volume (number of transactions) and a significant increase in the total value of announced deals (see Figure 1). Supported by historically low interest rates, plentiful availability of debt, and strong balance sheets built through portfolio realignment, chemical companies in 2014 were active players in the M&A scene, adjusting portfolios, and pursuing profitable growth. Portfolio realignment was likely the result of continuing fragmentation of the industry led by the larger players, rather than driven by consolidation.

The year 2014 will also likely be remembered as the year that mega deals (over US$1 billion) returned with Merck KGaA’s announced US$17.4 billion acquisition of Sigma Aldrich, Albemarle Corporation’s US$7.6 billion acquisition of Rockwood Holdings, and Platform Specialty Products Corporation’s US$3.5 billion acquisition of Arysta. The uptick in mega deals in the fourth quarter of 2013 continued as predicted with 13 acquisitions over US$1 billion in value announced in 2014 totaling over US$52 billion in value. This is in contrast with the total of eight mega deals in all of 2013 totaling only US$13.6 billion, six of which occurred in the fourth quarter alone. Additionally, a significant portion of these mega deals and the total value in 2014 resulted from cross-border transactions as chemical companies showed a returned confidence in making large investments in foreign markets.

With such robust chemical M&A activity in 2014, will the momentum continue in 2015 or will the pace slow down? What have been the top target M&A countries in 2014 and will these countries continue to be the key markets in 2015? Will cross-border M&A activity continue? What trends could disrupt chemical M&A activity in 2015? These questions and more will be explored in this edition of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited’s (DTTL) Global Manufacturing Industry group’s Global chemical industry mergers and acquisitions outlook.

Figure 1: Global chemical mergers and acquisitions activity (2009 to 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume (Number of transactions)</th>
<th>Value (US$ billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>15.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>579</td>
<td>55.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>646</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>41.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4 Ibid.
5 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group observation, December 2014.
Globalization in the pursuit of growth to drive cross-border activity

In today’s competitive environment, senior executives are increasingly challenged to deliver continual growth to their organizations. With many observing slow growth in their home markets, chemical companies both large and small have looked to foreign markets to achieve growth, cost competitiveness, and to better serve their global customers.

Figure 2 shows cross-border activity is an important part of any robust M&A and growth strategy. Just over a quarter of the total industry M&A deals last year were cross-border in nature (168 of the 635 transactions).

It is important for chemical executives to understand what is driving the cross-border deal activity and what new risks may surface before developing a global M&A strategy and moving into foreign territories themselves. The following section addresses these topics.

![Figure 2: Global chemical mergers and acquisitions activity—cross border (2009 to 2014)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume (Number of transactions)</th>
<th>Value (US$ billions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Cross-border activity excludes private equity transactions, regardless of the location of the private equity acquirer and the seller.

Drivers of cross-border M&A activity

More stable global economy reduces cross-border M&A risk

It is easy to forget, but it was not long ago that global executives were concerned about a financial collapse in the Eurozone, a technical government debt-default in the U.S., and slowing emerging economies. During times of such uncertainty, companies, especially small and mid-cap companies, typically stick to what they know including their local domestic markets. While global economic growth is currently not setting records and a degree of economic uncertainty and instability remains, especially outside the U.S., more chemical companies are expected to explore foreign markets to enhance their top-line growth rates.

Matching the global footprint of customers is a business imperative

A global supply chain with an effective ability to serve customers wherever they operate is no longer a strategic advantage, but rather table stakes. Matching customers’ global footprint is paramount to growing and retaining market share. Additionally, to be competitive in a local market, chemical companies need to understand the local competition and market dynamics which often times requires a local presence. This necessity has also been driving chemical companies across the value chain to expand globally and in some cases, enter into new foreign markets.

Cross-border risks considerations

Despite the opportunities and potential for growth, cross-border M&A does not come without certain unique risks that executives need to thoroughly assess before undertaking a cross-border transaction. A few of the more common issues encountered are:

- Regulatory matters (such as licensing, labor, registration, property) that can lengthen both the deal process, as well as the synergy capture period.
- Tax structuring and cash repatriation planning should be undertaken in advance of deal closing using foresight to select the most accommodating structure through which to service debt and execute the business strategy.
- Managing the exposure to foreign currency, as such exposure can have an unexpected impact on post-closing margins and income.

As the global economy continues to become more and more borderless, global chemical companies both large and small will need to further explore opportunities in new foreign markets to stay competitive and achieve growth. Successfully completing and integrating complex global acquisitions requires knowledge and experience of the unique risks and operating norms in the local markets. This usually requires involving management throughout the organization with this knowledge and experience in the deal process and enlisting professional advisors with deep technical knowledge, but also global reach and breadth to serve the needs of chemical companies anywhere in the world. Expect another strong year of cross-border transactions in 2015, albeit it would be challenging to match the cross-border transaction value generated during 2014.

---

Shareholder activists and private equity investors expected to continue to play key roles in driving chemical industry M&A activity in 2015

Shareholder activists have taken an avid interest in the global chemical industry with results indicating a high level of divestiture activity after their involvement. Shareholder activists have invested in over a dozen chemical companies and clamored for change in areas such as corporate leadership and business portfolio adjustment. While it is difficult to differentiate a change in portfolio management by reviewing divestitures pre- and post-activist investor investment, it is easier to see that the companies in which activists invested have experienced change. Companies have been sold, many board seats have changed, and many activists have shared a perspective on adjusting the business portfolio. Although this is at present a predominantly U.S. situation as only a few European chemical companies have activist investors, it is likely that more U.S. and international hedge funds may in the future take an increasing role in European chemical companies.

Private equity investors have also continued to remain a relevant element of the chemical M&A market. They have contributed a relatively stable volume over the past few years sponsoring roughly 10 percent of the transaction volumes each year (see Figure 3). With debt availability plentiful and interest rates low, it is expected that the 2015 volumes will continue at a steady pace in relationship to the overall industry M&A activity.

Figure 3: Global chemical mergers and acquisitions activity—private equity buyers (2009 to 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volume (Number of transactions)</th>
<th>Value (US$ billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


7 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group observation, December 2014.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
10 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group analysis of data from S&P Capital IQ, January 2015. Data is from the time period of 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2014.
Global M&A volume (the number of transactions) increased in every chemicals segment in 2014 compared with 2013, with the exception of industrial gases, which was basically flat year-over-year. This section explores M&A activity in each of the chemicals segments (designated by the target’s segment) and highlights recent transactions.

**Commodities—Will continue to lead M&A activity**

After two consecutive years of volume decreases in 2012 and 2013, the commodity segment finally saw an increase in M&A volume in 2014 (see Figure 4). However, the segment deal volumes experienced the lowest percentage increase compared to the other two major chemical segments and experienced the lowest percentage increase compared to all chemical segments in terms of value. The lower growth rates are likely in part due to the dominant position that commodities M&A has within the overall chemical industry M&A activity. Significant 2014 transactions in the segment include INEOS’s US$2.6 billion acquisition of the remaining 50 percent portion of styrofoam and Flint Hills Resources’ US$2.1 billion acquisition of PetroLogistics.11 In 2015, it is likely that commodity chemical M&A activity will increase further due to continuing corporate realignment and as portfolio rationalization moves. Additionally, some leading chemical players are shifting their focus from providing commodity chemicals to developing solutions.12 However, it is expected that the volume growth rate in commodity M&A will continue to lag behind the intermediates and specialty materials chemicals, and fertilizer and agricultural segments as the tailwinds of sustainability and providing food to a growing population will continue to propel activity in these sectors.13

**Intermediates and specialty materials—M&A will further rebound**

Portfolio realignment was an underlying theme for intermediates and specialty materials M&A during 2014, as volumes increased by 20.5 percent in 2014 over 2013 levels (see Figure 4). Though still a little shy of the post-recession peaks in 2011 and 2012, the segment gained momentum through deals such as Albemarle Corporation’s acquisition

---


12 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group observation, December 2014.

13 Ibid.
of Rockwood, PPG Industries’ acquisition of Consorcio Comex, and Arkema’s announced acquisition of Bostik. Another trend driving M&A in the segment is the focus on biotechnology and renewables. Many manufacturers are exploring the possibilities when biotechnology is applied to their respective industrial processes and manufacturing processes. This demand for biotechnology solutions is driving portfolio realignment and many specialty chemical and material companies to further evaluate their product portfolio and fill any gaps through M&A and joint venture activity. It is likely these trends will continue in 2015 with transaction volumes at or above the levels obtained in 2011 and 2012.

**Fertilizers and agriculture chemicals—Deal activity will reach new highs**

Global megatrends of global population growth and a rising middle class in the developing world have increased the need for agricultural productivity and food availability and continue to foster growing M&A activity in the segment. Fertilizers (e.g. ammonia, urea, potash) continue to be more commoditized with company’s performance being impacted by feedstock prices, primarily fossil fuel prices. M&A in fertilizers has primarily been driven by companies seeking operational synergies, further production scale, access to low-priced feedstocks, and wider distribution. Alternatively, companies within agricultural chemicals and crop sciences have been focused on providing more holistic solutions to producers and bringing new innovative products, such as agricultural biologics, to combat increasingly resistant weeds and insects. M&A in agricultural chemicals and crop sciences has been driven by companies filling gaps within their holistic solutions and acquiring new innovative technologies. Significant deals in the fertilizer and agricultural chemicals segment include Platform Specialty Product Corporation’s US$3.51 billion pending acquisition of Arysta, and FMC’s pending US$1.8 billion acquisition of Cheminova.

Additionally, the potential mega deal between CF Industries and Yara International never reached fruition. While lower agricultural commodity prices present challenges to segment players, it is likely that the fertilizer and agricultural chemical segment may see the highest growth in M&A activity in 2015 compared to other segments. Additionally, further merger discussions between large players in the segment may result in M&A activity that could significantly alter the market landscape.

**Industrial gases—Continued M&A market development expected**

A recovering global economy, ever-growing population, and increasing industrialization in emerging countries is driving growth in the industrial gases market and attracting M&A activity. Furthermore, investor excitement regarding the potential of a hydrogen economy may drive M&A activity throughout the hydrogen and fuel cell production value chain. Additionally, the increasing scale of gas investments required for some liquid natural gas and integrated petrochemical complexes often requires larger global players. Though still a minor M&A participant, continued growth in M&A activity in this segment is expected in 2015.

**Diversified—Expected to have flat volume levels**

Though diversified chemical company deals tend to be larger in terms of purchase price, deal volumes in 2015 are expected to mimic prior years. Given the scale of most diversified players, it is unlikely that material variations from past activity levels will arise in 2015.

---


18 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group observation, December 2014.
Chemical M&A activity in key markets

**United States—Portfolio realignment and shale gas drive investment**

M&A activity in the U.S. increased in 2014, in terms of both volume and value (see Figure 5)\(^{19}\). Sellers in the U.S. benefited from a combination of strong financial markets, favorable credit, and plentiful financing to drive deal volume and higher values.\(^{20}\) Chemical makers in the U.S. continue to realize a global strategic advantage from low-cost shale feedstock; however, the recent decreases in global oil prices could soften or eliminate much of this historical feedstock advantage.\(^{21}\) The recovering U.S. economy, combined with the operational cost benefits from shale feedstock have improved the profitability and balance sheets of many U.S. chemical companies and has led them to refocus their strategic plans in order to further leverage their advantaged feedstocks.\(^{22}\)

As was the case in 2013, some chemical companies are now focused on portfolio realignment and divesting non-core operations. For example, Chemtura Corporation, The Dow Chemical Company, DuPont, and Ashland Inc. all made significant global portfolio adjustments.\(^{23}\) The move towards divesting non-core operations has been driven by management and corporate boards, and in some cases activist investors with a goal of delivering more value to shareholders, as well as creating a more strategically focused company. As noted earlier, this is potentially creating a more fragmented industry, offering additional investment opportunities for private equity investors, as well as supporting cross-border investment.\(^{24}\)

![Figure 5: Global chemical mergers and acquisitions activity—by target country (2009 to 2014)](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target country</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>United States (U.S.)</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom (UK)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>450</strong></td>
<td><strong>579</strong></td>
<td><strong>646</strong></td>
<td><strong>609</strong></td>
<td><strong>537</strong></td>
<td><strong>635</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

20 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group observation, December 2014.
22 DTTL Global Manufacturing Industry group observation, December 2014.
Other chemical players are pursuing market-differentiated products through acquisitions to become more focused intermediates and specialty materials chemical companies that provide solutions to address unmet market needs. Larger deals included Eastman Chemical Company’s pending US$2.8 billion acquisition of Taminco Corporation, and Albemarle Corporation’s agreement acquisition of Rockwood Holdings, Inc. in a cash and stock transaction valued at approximately US$7.6 billion.25

The strong M&A activity in 2014 within the U.S. is likely to continue into 2015. The availability of credit may help facilitate acquisitions and drive overall U.S. deal volume and value as it did in 2014. The high level of available private equity funds and strong acquisition appetite is expected to continue in 2015 as many private equity groups remain focused and active in U.S. chemicals. However, the strong performance of U.S. equity markets in 2014 and the appreciation of the U.S. dollar could impact the attractiveness and affordability of American assets to potential foreign buyers. Despite this, M&A in 2015 is expected to continue the trend of portfolio pruning through divesting non-core operations. Intermediates and specialty materials chemical companies remain focused on expanding their portfolio of differentiated, market-leading products and should continue to look to fill out their product portfolio through focused acquisitions.

Germany—Restructuring to grow

After the global economic crisis, global German chemical companies have relied less on large scale M&A plays. M&A activities were generally limited to smaller and medium sized transactions related to ongoing portfolio realignment and related optimizations, while growth was primarily captured through organic initiatives. One exception to this trend in 2014 was Merck KGaA’s announced US$17.4 billion acquisition of Sigma Aldrich.26

Since mid-2014, many larger chemical companies implemented new organizational structures to improve processes to meet their customers’ ever-changing needs and tactics to become more nimble in the market. For example, Bayer MaterialScience which Bayer intends to float on the stock market as a separate company.27 Others include the transformation processes at Evonik and Lanxess to optimize organizational structures and consolidate business units with a focus on cost efficiency and flexibility.28

Higher competition, globalization, and specific regulatory trends in Germany, such as the significant increase in energy prices over the last several years, in part a result of German regulations,29 are expected to trigger further requirements by companies to capture efficiencies through portfolio realignment. This will likely contribute to higher M&A activity in the near future. Although Germany had an active M&A market in 2014, it is unclear to which extent such internal restructuring activities will create the impetus for M&A activities in 2015.

Since new organizational structures have been implemented at some of the significant market players, this will likely positively impact the M&A market in the near term, and also may drive further transactions in the chemical industry. The majority of which are expected to include cross-border elements.

United Kingdom (UK)—Economic improvement underpins activity
Throughout 2014, the UK experienced steady levels of M&A activity. This is largely attributed to the strong economic recovery and improving outlook, together with the continuing capital market performance and healthy pipeline which is strengthening optimism. Deal volume has been primarily focused on small to mid-sized businesses, with the majority of transactions in the £50-100m range.\(^{30}\)

Private UK businesses continue to attract international buyers looking to acquire technologies, market position, and product expertise with acquirers hailing from Europe, the U.S., and further afield. Larger notable transactions during 2014 included Merck KGaA’s completion of its acquisition of AZ Electronics in May 2014, Innovia Films being acquired by Fairfield (announced in April 2014), and the acquisition of Farrow & Ball by Ares Management in December 2014.\(^{31}\)

Larger UK chemical companies continue to look for acquisitions focusing on technology-led buys, portfolio enhancements, and resource plays. INEOS has been particularly active during 2014 announcing its potential PVC joint venture with Solvay, subsequent divestment of European Commission remedy assets, and its investment into UK shale gas plays.\(^{32}\)

Looking ahead, deal flow momentum is expected to increase in 2015, with anticipated increased involvement by both private equity investors and larger private/public companies looking for acquisitions.

China—Growth in intermediates and specialty materials and agrochemical M&A anticipated
In line with past years, China’s domestic M&A activity accounted for nearly three times inbound M&A in terms of total disclosed deal values in 2014 from US$10 billion versus US$3.5 billion in 2013.\(^ {33}\) Petrochemicals, agrochemicals, and fibers were the dominant sectors for M&A activity in China during 2014.\(^ {34}\)

Cross-border inbound M&A activity in China has primarily been focused on intermediates and specialty materials and agrochemicals. Among the major challenges for inbound M&A activity include regulatory restrictions on cross-border deals and ongoing difficulty for foreign buyers to find suitable targets. From an application perspective in China, investors are looking for growth opportunities that drive solutions for the megatrends such as mobility, health, and a growing middle class.

State-owned enterprises have focused their outbound M&A strategies on smaller size targets that bring a technology and/or application leadership edge including targets, such as laboratories that provide testing and

---

33 Deloitte China’s analysis of data from Mergermarket, accessed in December 2014.
34 Ibid.
contracted research services. This trend can be observed across the coating and adhesives, food additives, and water treatment sub-sectors.35

In 2015, China is likely to continue to see M&A focus on the intermediate specialties and materials segments and related downstream applications including the formulation of fine chemicals and compounding of polymers. Additionally, following China’s rising output of feedstock and crops, buyers are expected to be very active in agrochemicals.

Japan—Consolidation to drive growth in commodity M&A
In Japan, chemical M&A activity has been robust, especially in cross-border deals. Fine and life science chemicals have been especially favorable for Japanese dealmakers.36 This the result of companies transforming their businesses towards higher margin sectors and diversifying from lower margins in commodity chemical products. This trend is likely to continue in the coming year. Cross-border transactions, especially in fine chemicals and life science segments is expected to remain at a high level in 2015.

Commodity chemicals in Japan have been challenged by a number of trends. First, lowered domestic demand due to an exodus of production locations and a declining population. Secondly, the inflow of shale-borne chemical products into Asia. Finally, the self-sufficiency of coal and chemical plants newly constructed in China. However, the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry is drafting a guideline to promote consolidation to increase competitiveness in commodity chemical production (i.e. petrochemicals).37 With this support, Japanese commodity M&A deals, including domestic transactions, is likely to see growth in the near future.

Brazil—Consolidation needed in an uncertain economy
In Brazil, the chemical industry shows a growing deficit on its trade balance as imports of chemical products exceeded exports by more than US$30 billion.38 This scenario, combined with the uncertainties related to the expected economic moves of the newly re-elected president to accelerate production growth in Brazil and make the local market more competitive, brings some uncertainty to the sector.39

Even considering the uncertain scenario above, M&A is still alive in the Brazilian chemical industry with acquisitions by both Braskem and Yara while others still in the initial stages and expected to advance in the next months.40 Joint ventures are being formed, such as the asphalt distribution venture formed by Greca, Betunel, and Centro Oeste.41 These consolidation processes are primarily based on the realignment of product portfolios. Also, they appear to be based on cost rationalization in order to make the operations more profitable by capturing synergies and economies of scale to offset overall economic weakness.42

It is expected that 2015 will be an exciting year in Brazil underlined by a high level of economic uncertainty and that chemical M&A market activity is likely to continue at a mild pace.

35 Ibid.
36 Deloitte Japan’s analysis of data from Mergemarket, accessed in December 2014.
42 Deloitte Brazil observation, December 2014.
India—Gross domestic product (GDP) growth continues to drive chemical M&A

The Indian chemical industry is poised for strong growth with a potential to grow at 15 percent and reach US$290 billion by 2017 as India is expected to comprise almost 6 percent of the global chemical industry. The growth is propelled to some extent through increased activity in cross-border M&A and domestic industry consolidation.

Significant M&A activity is occurring in commodity chemicals, intermediates and specialty materials chemicals, agrochemicals, and biotechnology including a strong element of cross-border deals. Chemical sector deals accounted for 4.4 percent of the total foreign direct investment (FDI) equity inflows in the country in 2014.

The Indian chemical industry outlook for 2015 appears promising as the country’s GDP is projected to grow at 6.4 percent in 2015 as compared to 5.6 percent (2014), 5 percent (2013), and 4.7 percent (2012) respectively. With a newly elected government holding a clear majority, the promotion of special regions like Petroleum, Chemicals, and Petrochemical Investment Regions (PCPIR), liberalized foreign direct investment policies, and increasing per capita consumption, the chemical industry is likely to demonstrate significant growth and increased cross-border and domestic M&A activities.


Before concluding this 2015 outlook, it is worth taking note of the significant drop in oil prices (recently falling below US$50 a barrel in January 2015, see Figure 6) and the potential impact this could have on M&A activity. There may be a few changes in the M&A marketplace as a result, assuming that in the minds of chemical executives this is other than a short term price decline. First, petrochemical M&A deals in process may face delays as sellers try to capture the additional value that lower feedstock prices afford their margins before pricing aligns with costs. The drop in oil prices has given rise to fact that the correlation between oil prices and chemicals pricing is still evolving. Buyers on the other hand may likely be reluctant to change their investment models to model this pricing as the “new normal.” Secondly, this scenario may prompt oil producers to go further downstream in the value chain to recapture lost margins, potentially stimulating a vertical integration move in the industry. Additionally, if cheap oil serves to increase chemical company stock valuations, there may be an increase in its use as deal currency in “stock for stock” deals. Finally, if oil prices remain depressed, capital expenditures related to the fracking industry may slow, and M&A activity related to fracking may slump as players reevaluate future prospects. In conclusion, the uncertainty around oil pricing is likely not stimulating additional deals as uncertainty is generally a hurdle for robust M&A activity. Nevertheless, chemical companies will want to closely monitor oil price developments and understand how it impacts the profitability of potential acquisition targets.

Summary outlook for 2015
M&A activity

With the tailwinds of a liquid debt market, low interest rates, and strong economic prospects in select economies, 2015 looks to be a strong year for chemical companies and private equity investors to capture value and execute their strategies through M&A. So, what could challenge the current M&A momentum? In the absence of a large negative global event, a few other developments may have a negative impact on a robust chemical M&A market in 2015. In the U.S., the Office of the Comptroller of Currency has begun to take notice of the lofty earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA) lending multiples in the market and have begun to cause larger banks to back away from some of the most highly leveraged deals, potentially dampening some divestiture planning. As consolidation continues and chemical players realign their portfolios, additional scrutiny from competition and other regulatory authorities could impact deals. However, dealmakers have, for the most part, demonstrated their ability to address regulators' concerns. Finally, recent economic developments out of the Japan, China, Brazil, and the Eurozone could call into question the strength of the world economy and ultimately could temper M&A activity in 2015. However, despite these potential disruptors to 2015, chemical M&A activity is expected to continue the momentum experienced in 2014.
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